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A RADIOCHEMICAL STUDY OF NEUTRON DEFICIENT 
CHAINS JN THE NOBLE METAL REGION 

W. G. Smith and J. M. Hollander 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

October 20, 1954 

ABSTRACT 

A radiochemical study of some neutron deficient nuclides in 

the noble metal region has been undertaken, and several new chains 

identified. The method used to establish genetic relationships was 

that of timed chemical separations, where the parent activities are 

initially produced by cyclotron or linear accelerator bombardments. 

The following chains have been identified: 

A= 191 : Hi91 55 min Aul91 3. 0 hr > Ptl91 3. 0 day ) Irl91 

A = 189 : Hg18~ -2.0 mi~ Aul89 42 min ;=a. Ptl89 10. 5 hr Irl89 11 day 08189 

A.= 188 : Pt188 10. 0 day~ Irl88 41 hr > 08188 

A:::: 187 : Aul87 ':"'15 mi~ Ptl87 2. 5 hr Ir187 14 hr 08
187 

T.his work. was performed under the auspices of the Atomic 

Energy Commission. 
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A RADIOCHEMICAL ·STUDY OF NEUTRON DEFICIENT 
CHAINS IN THE NOBLE METAL REGION 

W. G .. Smith and J. M .. Hollander 
Ra~iation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 

University _of California, Berkeley, California 

October 2.0, 1954 

INTRODUCTION 
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Rece.nt nuclear level studies1• 2• 3 ·of odd-rna ss nuclei in th~ 

region A= 191 through A= 197 have shown that interesting regularities 

exist in the movement of 'proton and neutron energy lev·els as pairs of 

·nucleons of th.e other kind ·are added. In this laboratory seve·ral iso.top.es 

of platinum and gold with m·ass number less .than 191 had been observed 

:in th.e course of other work, but a systematic. radiochemica.l study of 

this region had ·not been pursued. Because of recent interest, however, 

it seemed worthwhile to search for and identify new neutron deficient 

chains in gold and platinum with A.~ 191 which mig~t be sus:ceptible to 

spectroscopic inves.tigation. In this paper we .report on the synthesis 

and identif~cation of the foilowing :chains: 

'·191 
Au 

191 P-tl91 ][r191 Hg· - - -
-

Hgl89 - Aul89 ... Pt189 - Ir189 ..... 08
189 

Ptl88 . 188 -+ 0 188 - Ir . s 

A~l87 Ptl87 . 187 
Os 

187 - -Ir ..... 
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EXPERIMENTAL. METHOD 

In the work reported here, targets of element. z were bombarded 

in general with protons from the 184..oinch cyClotron to produc~ isbtopes 

of ele.ment i;z + 1) by the (p, :Kn) reactions. The proton energy was 

varied between 50 ana 130 ·Mev, to bring in Various values .of x. . Some 

·exCitation function experiments were also performed with the 32=Mev 

proton beam 0£ the Berkeley linear at.telerator, and a few proton and 

heavy ion bornbarthnents were made in the bO=inth cyclotron. 

The Geiger c.ouhtei" decay turves o! the primary (Z + 1) chemical 

fractions wete .in general so complex that their resolution was difficult 

at best ana often u.nsuccessful. Gohsequently, half ii'ves and genetic 

:chain .relationships were often determined by means .of the chemical 

''milking" technique introduced by Neumann and Perlman 4 and Karraker 

and Templeton5. In this method, chemical separations of daughter 

·activities from the purified (Z + 1) fractions are made at a sequence ilf 

equal tin'H~ intervals, the interval torresporuHng approximately to the 

expectea half life .of the parent. 

The number of atoms of a daughter substance present at a time 

t after ·purification of its parent is giveh by the formula 

The activity of th·e tlaug.hter is then 

G->..->.. ,z 2 1 -No(' ->..1t , •X.2t) 
~- . 

1 
e . - e , 

x.,z .. ~ 

where C 2 .is the counting 'efficiency of th'e daughter. Since the time 

interval betwe·en suc·tessive chemical separations is .held constant, 

... 



the .exponential terms 'become a c:;:onstant. factor, and Az is, proportional 

to the .disintegration rate p,1N~) of th~ par~nt at the peginning of each. 

growth period .. Thus, if one plots the J9garithm of the initial activity 

of each daughter fraction againe;t, the_ time .of separation,. the slope of 

the line will correspond to .. the_ h~lf lif~ of. the parent. 

Alth()ugh the primary emphasis in this work has been on 

the ra.diochemical analysis, examination of the gamma ray spe.ctra 

of s.ome of thes.e neutron~deficient nuclides ha.s also been made with 

a Nal (Tl} scintillation spectromete;r coqpled to a 50 ~channel differential 

analyzer. These ga.~ma ray data are far from definitive, but they have 

beE:m helpful in the identification of the various nuclides encountered, 

both new and old. Some .of these data will be quoted here· when they 

appear to provide relevant information. 

RADIOCHEMICAL RESULTS 

Figure 1 is a .segment of an isotopic ·chart in the nobl:i metal 

region showing .the activities identified in the present study. The half 

lives of previously reported activities are also given in parentheses . 

. The following is a summary of the experimental res.ults given 

by mass number. 

A = 191. .. Genetics 

Following ,a 120~Mev proton irradiation of gold metal, a pure 

mercury fraction was prepared by a procedure involving removal of 

the Au into amyl acetate and' pr·ecipitation of Hg met'al:W:i.th SnC1 2 . The 

decay curve of the Hg fraction. itself was cOIJ?plex,: wit~ ,at ~east -five 

compdnents. Therefore, a _series ;of ,s,ev,e~ timed gold separations was 

made from this .fraction at intervals of eight minutes, by amyl acetate 
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extraction.·. These gold Hmi1kings 11 showed the activities and genetic· 

relationships illustrated in Table .I arid Fig. 2 • 

. Ta.ble I 

Activity Half life of Hg parent · A s~ignm.ent 
--{_or ancestor) 

40 ±.W min· 20±10min Au189 

3. o ± o. s hr 55 ±'10 min Au 
191 

15 hr (weak) ·. >50 min Au 
193 

·3d (weak). -so· min Ptl91 . 

Th 40 . ld t' . . A 189 d '11 b d' d . e =minute go ac 1v1ty 1s . u , an Wl e 1scusse . 

under that ma.ss number. The 3"':hour and 3=day activities descend 

from the same ·mercury ancestor, whose half .life is -50 minutes . 

. Further chemical experiments with this gold "milking" fraction 

have identified th.e 3"'ho.ur activity as an isotope of gold and the 3=day 

activ~ty as platinum, hence probably the .daughter of the 3""hour gold. 

Since ~Pt191 is a fa~rly well known 3. O=day activity
6

• 
7

, this chain can 

be. assigned to ma.ss 191. 

Hg191 55 min -? Aul91 _3_h_r-"l> Pt191 3. 0 d ~ Irl91. 

These results are. in agreement with .the recent work of Gillon~ al. 
2

, 

who found in their ,study of conversion lines from 60~Mev 'proton 

bombardments of Au: 

H 
191. 57 m.in · 191 -4 hr 

g· · Au 

The gene.tic relationship between the 3=hour Au.191 and 3. O:""day 

191 
Pt wa·s also established independently in two other ways. 
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{a) Platinum was. irradiated with130-Mev protons, and a pure 

gold fraction prepared. Seven timed platinum separations were made at 

30-minute intervals, with the results shown in Table II and Fig. 3. 

Table II 

Pt activity t 1; 2 ·of gold parent Assignment 

3 day 2. 5 :1: 0. 5 hr Ptl91 

11 ± 1 hr 40 ± 10 min Ptl89 

3 ± 0. 5 hr 15 ... 20 min Ptl87 

. . . ·. . . ·. 191 . 
This .experiment indicates a half life of 2. 5 ± 0. 5 hours for Au . The 

other activities will be discussed under the appropriate mass numbers. 

(b) Gotd was irradiated with 120-Mev protons, and a pure Hg 

fraction separated. This was allowed to stand for about two hours, 

after which a gold separation was made from it. Five nmilkings" of 

platinum were then made from this gold fraction at 3-hour intervals. 
; 

.. 191 
The p.latinum milkings contained largely 3. 0-day Pt , and the yields 

indicated a half life of 3. 0 ± 0. 5 hours for its goldparent. 
. 8 . 191 .. ' . 

Moon and Thompson have reported an 18-hour Au descend-

ing from 191 
a 12-hour Hg We have no eviden~e concerning the Hg 

isotope reported by these workers, but we can say about an 18-hour 

Au
191 

that if such an isomer exists, it is not the parent of 3-day Pt
191

, 

within the limits of detection of the chemical genetic experiments 

reported here. A small amount of a 17 -hour gold activity ~observed 

in one of the gold fractions milked from mercury, but its gamma 

spectrum was shown to be identical (at .8 percent resolution iii a 
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scintillation spectrom·eter) to tha:t of 17=hour Au1.93 and hence it is 

193 presumed to be Au · . 

A= 191. Gamma ray spectra 

h f 3., h A 191 . d . th T .e gamma .spectrum o = our u · was examtne 1n e 

scintillation spectrometer with a sample which contained mos.tly that 

iso.tope; one of th.e spectra ,is shown ~n Fig; 4. Gamma rays were 

seen at 140 ± 20 kev, 300 ± 10 kev, 390 ± 20 kev, 475 .::t:·2o' kev, and 

600 ± 2.0 kev, with intensities relative to the K x~rays of 0.14, 0. 55, 

0·. 05, 0. 04, and 0.14, respectively. Because of the high intensity of 

the x.-rays at -60 kev, we cannot say anything .about the possible 

existehc·e of g_amtria radiation softer than -100 .kev. 

In the course of several 11 milking 11 experiments, samples 

191 
containing essentially pure 3-day Pt were obtained.:. Sc.intillation 

. . 
spectr'a taken with these samples showed, in addition to the K x.=rays, 

gamma rays. at 125 ±< 1:0 kev, 175 ± 10 kev., .265 ± 10 ·k~v. 345 ± 10 kev, 

405 ± 10 kev, 445 .± 20 kev, and 530 ± 10 kev. One of these sd.ntHlation 

spectra is reproduc·ed :in Fig,. 5. The relative intensities ·of the 265, 

345, 405, 445, ap.d 530 kev· gamma rays as determined from the areas 

under their photopeaks are 0._2, 1. 00, 0. 8, 0. 2, and .1. 7, respectively. 

Th.e areas of the 125 .and 175 kev gamma ray photopeaks were measured 

as 0. 5 and 0. 7 relative to that of the 345=kev gamma r·ay; however; the 

Com_pfori electron background. under these peaks is rising sharply and 

there must also be some contribution from backscattered radiation. 

B:ecause of the difficulty of estimating these effects, the relative 

abundances of these two gamma ray~ are uncertain. 

·._, 
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Swan, Portnoy, and Hill
7 

have examined the conversion line 

191 
spectrum of Pt a.nd have reported gamma rays at 62, 82, 94, 125, 

129, 171, 178, 267, 350, 359, 408, 455, and 53 7 kev, The present 

scintillation measurements would of course not resolve the 125-129, 

171=178, 350.::359 pairs, but otherwise are in agreement with the results. 

of Swan~ aL above ).00 kev, {We could not examine the gamma ray 

spectrum below 100 kev because of the overwhelming area of the K x-ray 

peak,} 

A= 189. Genetics 

An -12::.hour activity in platinum was. first observed in 1950 

by Thompson and Rasmussen9 from 50-Mev proton bombardments of 

iridium, but a mass assignment was not made at that time, With the 

'd f 0- h . . h b . d p 189 a1 o J. . Rasmussen, t is activity as now een ass1gne to t 

by means of proton excitation function experiments in which its yield 

frpm iridium is compared with that of 3. 0-day Pt
191 

produced from the 

{p, 3n} reaction on Ir
193

. The excitation experiments were done in 

the Berkeley 32-Mev proton linear accelerator with a set of stacked. 

iridium and aluminum foils as targets and absorbers. Figure 6 shows 

the resulting yield curves, which exhibit similar maxima at '""'28 Mev. 

On the basis of its production from a (p, 3n) reaction in iridium, the 

new activity can be only Pt
191I!l or Pt

189 
The following is evidence 

against its assignment to Pt191m: (a) we have .bombarded Ir with 12-Mev. 

protons in .:the 60-inch cyclotron, and observe in the pla:tinum fractio~ 

191 193m . · 
the known 3:--day Pt · and 4-day Pt wh1ch are produced from the 

~p, n} reaction. No 10-hour activity is found. This is .consistent with its 

. t p 189 b t 3 ~ . . t' 11 t a.ss1gnment o t ; ecause a ,p, n 1 reachon 1s energe 1ca y no 
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possible at this pr·oton energy~ {Anticipating the discussi.on of gamma 

ray s.tudies .of the ma.ss' 189 chain, we also' observed .that the gamma 

.spectrum of the platinum fraction wa.s identical to ·the spectra .obtained· 

in other experiments with Pt
191

, arid had norie of .the ganu:na rays 

associated with .the lO~hour platinum. } (b} Wilkinson, in his· study of 

platLnum fso.topes produced by 18=Mev dehteron bornba~dments .of iridium 
6

, 

obs~rv~d ·no platinum activity with- half life shorter than that of 3~day Pt191 . 

He should not have been able to produce Pt
189 

in appreciable yi'eld becaus.e 

18 Mev is an insuffic.ient deuteron energy for the (d, 4n) re·action. 

It is als0 no;ted from .Fig. 6 thaf the yield curve for the 3 ~day 

component shows two maxima ... The ..smaH peak at approximately 10 Mev 

indica,tes the production of 3~day Pt191 from the Ir
191 (p, n) reac.tion and 

. · 193m · 193 . . . 
. of 4-day Pt · from .the Ir {pD n) react10n} whtle th~ tenfold larg,er 

peak at approxi~ately 2.8 M.ev corresponds to the rr193 ·(p, 3n) Pt191 

reaction .. The ll=hour component shows no peak at approximately 10 Mev 

· ht b ·. · d :f · · P 191m b · b d d 1 as m1g e expecte 1. 1t were t · , ut 1t seems to e pro uce on y 

from the (p, 3.n) reaction. 

Beca.u . .se of these and othe_r· considerations to be discussed below, 

. . thi t' "t t Pt189 we ass1gn s ac 1Vl. y o Our best val~e fo1r·i.ts half life is· 

1 0 . 5 :1:: 1 ho u.r s. 

In the decay curves of the platinum fraCtions from _these low 

energy proton bombardments of iridium, an 11 :1:: 1-day activity also 

. . dd. 't' - t . d . . b .. l .... ld t 10 5 h p 189 appears 1n a: .1 :wn . o an 1n compara .· e yte o , =· our · t 

and 3: 0-day 'Pt191 A similar activity was seen in the decay curves 

of the iridium fractions (in addition to 75=day Ir
192

). Attemp.ts were 

made to establish the parentage of this 10-day activity by the timed 

·-
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separation procedure described above, ,but these were not successful . ' . . . . ": .. ·. . 

because of lack of quantitative reproducibility of the iridium.=platinum 
, . ; . ,. ". 

v v milking s 11 • Accordingly, platinum=iridium separations were performed 
. '·· . , . 

on the initially pure platinum fr~ctions after the "complete" decay. of 

activitic:!s shorter than ~10 days, and it was found that an -11-day activity 

/ 
appeared in both the platinum and the iridium fractions. The gamma ray 

spectra of t~ese activities were studied with the scintillation spectrometer, 

and were foundto be different from each other (di~pelling the fear of 

incomplete chemical separation).. The 11-day platinum activity is 

undoubtedly Pt
188

; evidence for this will be discussed under A= 188. 

Th l·r d .. d. b 1 1· 189 · f bl I 191 . . e = ay 1r1 1um can e on y r or an 1so.mer o sta e r , 

189 191 . 190 . ' 
since it arises from the decay of Pt or Pt {Pt 1s stable an? 

.could not give rise to the previously reported
10

• 11 10~12-day Ir190)~ 

Evidence against the existence of such an Ir
191 

isomer was initially 

provided by Wilkinson 
6

, who searched radiochemically:fur an active 

daughter of Pt
191 

with negative results .. Subsequently; Swan~ al. 
7 

have carefully examined th,e radiations of Pt191 and have not reported 
••• : • - •• , < 

the growth. of an ""'11-day daughter activity. Our own data on this point 

are not conclusive as yet, but they indicate that 3=day Pt191 does not 

decay ,into a 10-day activity, whereas decay curv.es of samples 

containing ll=hour Pt189 always show the 10-day 11tai~n. We therefore 

, assign the ll=day iridium ac,tivity to Ir189 

Once the chain Pt
189 

-Ir
189 

has been established, it becomes 

. .d .f . A 189 ea.s1er to 1 enh y 1ts u parent. This isotope has been produced 

in several different ways: 
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(a) Bombardm.ents of tantalum (Z = 73.} with high energy carbon 

ions 'in the 60 -inch cyclotron :prod"uced. activities in the gpld fraction of 

half lives 10 :1: 5 rnin, 42 :1: 5 min (predominant), -11 hour, and -10 day 

(weak). The yields· were ·v.ery- low in th.ese experiments .because of 

inade.quate heam currents, but timed·_:platinum separations fr.om ;the 

gold fractio.n indicated .that the 11-hour platinum (H~9) is the daughter of 

ari approximately 35~rninute gold parent activity. 

(b) Platinuirt metal was irradiated with l30.~Mev protons, and a 

goid che·mical fraction isolated. ·Timed milkings of platinum from this 

fraction (done tn separate exp.eriments at intervals· of 10 minutes and · 

. .. . . 189 . . . 
30 minutes, respectively) verified that 11-hour Pt has a gold parent 

of 40 ± 10 minutes half Hfe. The yield curves from these .milking 

experim~nts are shown in Figs. ,3 and 13. 

Th . . d th.· A 189 . . f ese exper1ments emonstrate at u · 1.s an 1so.tope o 

half life 42 :1: 5 .minutes. ' 

In the experime"nt dis.cussed under A= 191 (the results of which 

are given in Table I and Fig. 2),- it was seen that the 40-minute gold 

activity grew from an approximately 20-minute Hg parent. Th.e 

experiments cited her.e which establish the 42-minute gold as Au
189 

. . . 189 
therefore als.o set the half life of Hg as approximately 20 minutes. 

This I-Ii89 half life,· howev~r, ·is the result of only one ·experiment, so 

a cons.iderable .uncertainty is attached to this value. 

The mass 189 chain, insofar a.s we have studied it, c·an be · 

written as: 

A}89. 42 min> Ptl89 10. 5 hr Irl89 10 .d ~ Osl89. 

~_,.· 
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A= 189. Gamma ray spectra 

When the decay data.from some of the uimilking" experiments had 

been evaluated, it appeared that samples quite rich in. one or more of 

the mass 189 isobars had been obtained .. Because of the many unknowns 

present at the time of the experiments, however,' some of the gamma ray 

data obtained were incomplete, especially for Pt
189 

' 189 . . ' 
A fairly pure Au sample was obtained from the carbon ion 

bombardment of tantalum. Gamma ray spectra taken during the first 

few hours of its decay 'show, in addition to x~rays, a very prominent 

gamma ray at 290 :::1:: 1-0 kev, decaying with the -40e.minute half life of 

Au
189 

(see Fig. 7). A gamma ray is also seen at 135 .:::1:: 10 kev in about 

10 percent of the intensity of the 290~kev gamma ray. High energy 

radiations (>800 kev) may also be :present, 

Bombardments of" iridium with 32-Mev pro_tons produce in the 

platinum fraction activ·e isotopes of masses 193, 191, 189, and 188. If 

one allows this .fraction to decay for several weeks and then re.moves 

' ' 189 188 ' . 
iridium from it, quite good samples of .Ir and Ir are obta1ned, 

191 ·. 193m · · . · t, • 
because Pt and Pt · have no active iridium daughters. The 11-day 

I 
189 b d' . . h d f 41 h I 188 b . . . f h . r can e 1shngu1s e rom = our r ·. y vlrtu:e· o t · e1r very 

different half lives. We have bbtairiedin this way the spectrum of 

Ir
189 

(see Fig. 8),· whichshows a strong gamma ray at 245 ± 10 kev, 

and perhaps a weak gamma at -135 kev (although this may be back-
/ 

scattered 245 -kev radiation). No other radiations !han x-rays were 

seen which could be attributed to Ir189 .· 

. 189 
The Pt results were inconclusive, but a gamma ray at 140 :::1:: 10 kev 

is fairly certain, with probable, gamma rays also at ""'550 kev, slightly 

greater than 550 kev, and at -700 kev. 
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A = 188. Genetics .and gamma spe.ctra 

12 
Naumann .has reported the synthesis ·of a new neutron deficient 

isotope of pla.tinum, Pt
188

, with a half life of 10. 3 days. Although the 

present work was aimed. primarily toward the study of new odd-particle 

chains, it wa.s .of interest to examine the 188 chain because of the 

188 . 189 
possibility of confusion of this 10:-day Pt w1th the 10-day Ir 

r·eported her e. (It has already been m~ntioned under A = 189 that we 

had observed a 10-day activity in both the platinum and the iridium 

fraGtio:r;t.s fr.om .30-50 Mev proton bom?ardments of iridium.) 

We have studied the Pt
188 

-.Ir
188 

pair in the following way: a 

proton bombardm~nt of iridium me.tal was made at 32. Mev, and a 

platinum fraction chemically separated ... This fraction was allowed to 

stand for about a mo.~th, at which :time an iridium.-platinum separation 

·was performed. T~s second platinum fraction exhibited an initial 

growth, and .then decayed with a 10. 0 .:1: 0. 3 day half life, Analysis 

of the growth curve
13 

plus direct de.cay data yields a daughter half 

life of 41 :f:: 4 hours. This curve is shown in Fig. 9. 

Our evidence for the. as~ignment of the 10 .;.day activity to Pt
188

, 

in agreement with Naumann, is the followi~g: 

(a) .We have observed this 10-day platinum inbombardments of 

iridium with 32-Mev pr,otons, :V~~ch is consistent with its production 

f th 
. I 191(( .

4
_),.P.:l88. 

rom e reactlon z:. p; n t . 

(b) The daughter iridium activity has been assigned by Chjl 

to Ir
188 

on the basis of its production by an (a., 3n) reac:tion on 

.. h d 187 enr.1c e . R e . . 
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{c) Our studies of the gamma spectrum of the 41-hour iridium 

(described below) show that the energies of the first two excited states 

in osmium which are populated by its decay are the.· same as .those 

188 
produced from the beta decay of Re This is fairly convincing 

evidence for its assignment to Ir
188 

Th t f ·p 188 . e gamma spec rum o t 1s shown in Fig. 10. Gamma 

rays are seen at 195 ::1: 10 kev» 305 ::1: 30 kev, and there is a broad peak 

between 375 and 425 kev which may represent two unresolved gamma 

.rays. The measured relative abundances are 0. 3, 0. 04, and 0. 08,. 

respectively, relative to K x-rays. 
188 ·. 

As the Ir grows into the sample, .. 

g'amma rays appear at 150 ::1:10 kev, 475 ·::1: 10 kev, and 625 ::1: 15 kev. The 

relative intensities were measu:r;ed directly in the second iridium fraction 

which contains Ir
188 

plus a small fraction of Ir
189 

activity. From the Ir
188 

spectrum (shown in Fig. U) we obtain relative intensities 0. 9» 0. 6» 

and 1. 0 for the three gamma rays, respectively. There also seems 

to be some harder gamma radiation in low intensity. 

' 14 . 188 Richmond, Grant, and Rose have stud1ed the beta decay of Re 

(which leads to the same daughter nucleus as does the E. C. decay of 

Ir188 ) and have observed gamma rays ofl52, 476, 638, 933, and 

· -1300 kev. The first three are in good agreement with the gamma rays 

observed by us from thedecay of Ir
188

; we have no comparison with 

the two high energy gamma rays of Re
188 

other than to say that if the 

933 k . . h d f I 188 . . t "t . - ev gamma ray 1s present 1n t e . ecay o . r ll.ts 1n ens1 y 1s 

less than one-third that of the 625-kev gamma .ray. 

In two 130.-Mev proton bombardi?ents where platinum was milked 

from a gold parent fraction, we have obtained preliminary evidence 
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tha.t the haH life of Aj
88 

is of the orde.r of 10 minutes. 

further .data concerning Au
188 

We have no 

Our genetic data on the mass 188 chain are summarized as: 

Aul88 :-10 min > Ptl88 10. 0 days > Irl88 41 hrs> Os188. 

A.~ 187 .. Genet:i.cs and gamma spe.ctra 

An 11. 8=hour iridium is.otope was .discovered by Chu
11 

and 

assigned by :him to Xr
187 

on the ba.sis· of its production: from an (n. 2n) 
I 

. t• . · R 185 
reac 11.0n upon e . ·. ThE{ shape of the ex.citation curve which he present.s 

{as ~. 2n pl~s small contribution from a., 4n). is ·not convincing. however. 

especially in view of th.e fact that others have been unable to detect an 

(~. 4n) reaction with 38-Mev alpha.··particles in the 60=inch cyclotron . 

. Although our genetic -da_ta neither prove nor disprove this mass as sign"': 

me:nt, but only estabHsh the goldand platinum a.ctivitia's.which are 

isobaric with the 12=1nour iridium, we shall here specify this reference 

. 't I 187 act:i.vl y as r ~t wiil be seen; however, that our gamma ray data 

tend to su.ppor.t this assignment~ 

· We have identified Pt
187 

in the following· way: iridium metal was 

bombarded wUh 120=Mev protons and a pureplati,num fraction chemically 

SEfparate.d .. Uts .de.cay curve w~s complex, with compone~ts of 2 1/2 hours, 

""lO holllrs, -2. 2 :days, and -10 days. ) After allowing this platinum fract:i.on 

to stand for one day~ iridium was separated froin it. This first iridium 

'lk' . d. 1 . .1 14 ·' 1 h {I 187 ) d 4·3 :. 4 .h '][ 188 \ m1 tng conta:u.ne. arge y :± our r . an ± our , r 1 

activities, wli.th a ratio:. {in· c/m) of Ir
187 

/Ir
188 

:of 6. 5; The same 

platinum fraction was. then aUowed to stand for an additional' day, and 

. 'd' . . . 0
• • d Th . 8'. I ) f I 187ji 188 

:1.r1 ll.lilm was .aga1n reiTJove . . e rat:l.o ~:u.n c m 0 r . · :t. · present 

in this seco.nd m:Hk:i.ng wa.s much lower, -o. 2. 
. 188 . 

Because lr, grows 

.. 
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188 
from a 11long"-lived parent (lO .. da-y Pt . ), its actual yield during the 

two intervals of growth is roughly constant and hencet:lJ.e ratio of 

Ir
187 

/Ir
188 

in the two milkings gives some ide~ of the half life of the 

parent of Ir
187 

By the factor of -32 d!=crease in Ir
187 

in 24 hours, 

one would say that the half life of its parent is --:5 hours. A possible 

.error would arise from a small amount of 10-hour Pt
189 

impurity in 

the iridium milkings, which would cause the half life of Pt
187 

to 

appear too long. The experiment, then, indicates that the half life of 

Pt
187 

is < 5 hours, and probably is the 2. 5::.hour platinum seen in the 

original platinum fraction .. 

Several other genetic experiments were done to identify the mass 

187 chain. On two occasions, platinum metal was irradiated with 130-Mev 

protons, and pure gold fractions prepared. As was expected, the gold 

fraction decay curves were complex, with at leas.t five components. Ther'e-

fore, timed platinum milkings were made in each experiment by aquequs 

extraction of the .platinum from the gold, which was in an amyl acetate 

solution. The results of these milkings are given in Table :rn:, and some 

of the yield curves are sh'own in Figs. 12 and 13. 

Our genetic data on the mass 187 chain are summarized as: 

Aul87 ;...,15 min Ptl87 2. 5 hrs Irl87 14 hrs 187 
Os . 

The ~:mly reasonably good g~mma ray data at mass 187 were· 

obtained with 14-hour Ir
187

. Three gamma rays are seen, at 135 ± 10 kev, 

300 ± 10 kev, and 435 ± 15 kev, with relative intensities respectively 

l. 0/1.1/0. 8. Weak gamma rays ~r~ also seen at -500 kev and at 
• I 

. . . . .. 188 
-625 kev, but these may belong in part to Ir . This spectrum is 

shown in Fig. 14. 
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Table HI 

Activfty . Half life of gold parent 
, or ·ancestor 

Experiment A~-five milking~ at 7-minute inter;als 

2. 5 :1:: 0. 5 hr - 13 minutes 

12 ± 2 hr - 14 minutes 

Experiment B--eight milkings at 10-minute intervals 

.3 ± 0 •. 5 hr 

12 ± 2 hr 

- 17 minutes 

- 12 minutes (plus 
,.., 40 minutes) 

Assignm~nt 

Ptl87 

187 
Ir (plus 

Ptl89) 

One ·furthe,r remark may be made about the ·:a:s signment of this 

cha~n to mass 187. In tw~· bombardme,.nts of iridium with .32-Mev 

protons where fast chemi~try was done, ~he f.s=t:our .platinurp · 

a5=tivHy has. not been observ~d, whereas. P.t:
188

,. P~1~ 9 and heavier 

'platinum isotopes are all found. We interpret thi,s as -evidence .that. 

this isotope has a .mass lighter than 188, s~nce it ·is produced from· 

high energy proton bombardments of iridium~ Yet it ,could not be 

lighter than 186, or. Chu
11 

could not :hav~ produced it. from an (a., 3~) 

t . R 185 reac 10n on e . Of the two remaining··choices, ma~s 186 or 187, 
. ~ .- . . ·~ .,. ·' 

our gamma ray data on the 14-hour iridium daughter lead us to prefer, 
' ,, . / 186 

mass 18.7. The first two excited states of the even-even nucleus Os , . ' 

defined.by,the-beta d.ecay of Re186 , are at 137 and 764 k~}5 • 16 , with . . 

gamma rays observ.ed c:~.t 137,_ 627, ~nd 764 kev. The principal gamma 
; 

rays which we obs~rve from the decay of the 1.4-hour iridium, .however, 

are at 135, 300, and 435 ~ev. These do not ;it into the. Osi
86 

level 

pattern, whereas in the case of mass 188, the gamma ray ene.rgies 
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which we observe from the decay of Ir
188 

agree quite well with those 

14 188 
found from the beta decay of Re 
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during the course of this study, . and also to Professors·G. T. Seaborg 
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Fig. 3. Radiochemical yield of daughter activities as a function 
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at 30-minute inter.vals. (Bombardment: Pt + 130-Mev 
protons) 
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